Two mutants
were isolated from YH strain. One (L) produces the large plaques on GMK cells in contrast with the small plaque formation by parent virus (S).
The other (G) produces larger plaques than L mutant with the formation of multinucleated giant cells. The mutants breed true in the proliferation in RK or GMK cells, but the parent S virus breeds true only when it was passaged in RK cells and not in GMK cells. They are different in growth in GMK cells, and the failure of maintenance of the properties of S virus in GMK cells is due to the greater yield of L mutant in this cells.
Although no antigenic difference is detected among them, G mutant is significantly more labile to heat than the others.
YH strain of herpes simplex virus isolated from a patient with Herpes labialis caused rounding and clumping of cells by infection, and produced small obscure plaques in GMK cells.
In the course of passages in GMK cells occurred the virus which produced large and clear plaques.
In order to study the properties, the virus clones were isolated from single plaques of parent virus which produced the small plaques (S) and of large plaque f ormers (L). Another virus differed from S or L in cytopathogenic effect was found very rarely in the population of L. The virus was characterized by the production of multinucleated giant cells, and was also plaque-purified (G To study the properties of the mutant and parent viruses, attempts were made to isolate and plaque-purify both the mutant virus capable of producing large plaques (L) and the parent virus which produces small plaques (S) in GMK cells.
The viruses were plaque-pufified four times and stocks were made in GMK and RK cells.
L mutant was found to breed true in GMK cells, but one plaque which was slightly largar (1.5-2.0 mm) than L and formed multinucleated giant cells (syncytia) was found in several thouthands of plaques of L mutant passaged three times in GMK. The giant cell former (G) was also plaque-purified Evidence for mutation of S to L Table 2 , some virus populations were found to contain a small numbers of large plaque f ormers and the others were not, despite every virus population was derived from a single plaque of S virus. This strongly implies that the large plaque (ormers occur by a spontaneous random mutation of small plaque f ormers.
G mutant is also considered to be derived by mutation from L mutant because it has been found very rarely in the population of L mutant and breed true.
Stability of S virus
In contrast with L and G mutants, S virus tends to yield L mutant in the course of proliferation in GMK cells even though S virus is purified repeatedly many times from a single plaque and resulted L mutants increase rapidly in the virus population byr further proliferation in GMK cells. Thus, proliferation of S virus to obtain a high titer stock often resulted in the mixed population of S and L mutant. Therefore, other cell system than GMK was chosen for proliferation of S virus. It was found as shown in Table 3 that S virus could maintain the plaque character of the virus when passaged in RK cells.
That S virus breed true in RK cells made it possible to study the properties of S virus as well as L and G mutants.
Plaque characters of S. L and G on RK cells S, L and G were apropriately diluted and plagued in GMK and RK cell mono- 
